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“Life changing!
A whole new
level of team
and leadership 			
development – 			
very exciting!”
Louise Dolan,
Category Manager, Sainsbury’s

TRANSFORM
FEAR IN THE
WORKPLACE
Today’s uncertain and volatile world is forcing a shift in the
way leaders and their teams are required to behave. When an
organisation is under pressure the workforce feels this negative
velocity that creates a chemical shift in the body.
A cellular lock-down happens and a person’s mindset operates from
a need to survive rather than thrive. In this moment the human body
is geared for danger and functions from a fight or flight response.
Heightened stress levels, emotional chaos and the rise of mental
health related issues creates a continual challenge to high
performing teams who are easily triggered by the overflow of old
negative emotions. Many learning and development initiatives do
not know how to address the cellular and energetic cause of team
behaviour driven from a place of fear.
Whilst organisations are doing their best to make provision for
employee wellbeing, in actuality slashed budgets, increased targets
and demanding KPIs are making this a rapidly growing pandemic.
Now is the time to help leaders and their teams utilise techniques
that sit at the frontiers of human psychology. By embracing a
genuine desire to implement a different approach to wellbeing
and behavioural change, it’s possible to create an immediate and
optimum state for high performance every day.

“Different to anything I’ve 			
experienced before
– the impact is profound. 			
The benefits personally and
professionally are huge.”

CRITERIA FOR
TRANSFORMATION
The quickest way to transform any team into a high performing
team that delivers organisational change requires the following:
•

Cellular reboot - The 50 trillion cells in the body are either operating
in a mechanism of survival or growth. The stresses of a busy life
combined with continual challenges and problems mean that many
peoples’ cells are often closed and are functioning to survive rather
than thrive. If an individual’s cells aren’t functioning fully then they
can’t perform effectively. The quickest way to transition cells into a
growth mode is to saturate them up with oxygen on a daily basis.

•

Liberation from unconscious childhood-formed psychological
programmes that are unknowingly sabotaging each individual’s
performance. This allows each individual to operate as their true
authentic self and be more present in the current moment.

•

Momentum towards positive emotional responses so individuals feel
calm, inspired and energised. Negative emotions drain energy and
trigger a survival mindset. Positive emotions create growth, creativity
and stronger team connectivity.

•

Realignment of awareness so individuals focus on solutions rather
than problems, expansion rather than contraction and growth rather
than survival. When they change how they look at things, those things
they look at change.

•

A commitment from each individual to take responsibility for how
they feel day-to-day. When teams accept that true transformation
takes place from within they start to hold themselves accountable for
what happens around them.

Ian Teagle, Director, PageGroup

“ Nikki’s work has had a 			
profound impact on the 		
attendees of the session.”
James Grinnell, Head of Water
Dubai Regulatory Supervisory Bureau

INSTANT AND
SUSTAINABLE
TRANSFORMATION
This powerful masterclass transforms cellular chemistry,
mindset, behaviour and ultimately performance. Its focus is built
around teaching teams a daily practice that blends a number of
elements to change how people feel immediately.
1. Masterclass with Nikki J Owen
Teams are introduced to The Expansion Practice to learn the
theory behind the elements of the practice, and to experience
the immediate benefits, transforming how they feel. This
ensures that team members are highly motivated to take
responsibility for how they feel. They fully appreciate the many
advantages gained both personally and professionally from
committing to doing The Expansion Practice.
2. The Expansion Practice
The Expansion Practice combines breathwork, acupressure,
energetic releasing, positive affirmations, meditative brainwave
frequencies and mindfulness to create an immediate change in
an individual’s energy and emotional state.
3. Review with Nikki J Owen
Teams have the opportunity to share experiences, ask questions
and commit to following The Expansion Practice on a regular
basis. This allows organisations to take a quick snapshot of the
efficacy of the practice after a few days. This review can be
delivered as a lunch and learn session or as a webinar.

“ I have never experienced 		
anything like it! I have found
my genuinely authentic self
and it feels amazing.”
Aileen Cowler, CIPD & Talent Management NFU Mutual

TRANSFORMATION
MASTERCLASS
AT A GLANCE
Transforming perceptions
•
•
•
•

Impact of perception on behaviour
Perceptions that energise
Perceptions and vibrational frequencies
Utilising the emotions as guidance

Transforming energy
•
•
•
•

Factors that increase/decrease energy levels
The Placebo and Nocebo Effect on energy
How to reduce stress and improve wellbeing
Interpreting vibrational communication

Transforming mindset
•
•
•
•

Link between mindset and cellular function
Impact of thoughts on cellular biology
How to evolve mindset to growth
Impact of compassion on mindset

Daily transformation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oxygenating the body cells
Releasing negative emotions
Increasing energy flow
Accessing a restorative state
Rewiring unhelpful thought patterns
Realigning to an expanded awareness

Start now to see higher levels of
performance excellence immediately.

NIKKI J OWEN

THE TRANSFORMATIONALIST

Nikki J Owen has pioneered an extraordinary approach to behavioural change
based on three decades of study. She has evolved a unique methodology
for transforming thinking and mindset to immediately elevate performance
capability. She has won numerous speaking awards for her ground-breaking
theories that are at the frontiers of behavioural change and has published two
books, one of which was an international bestseller in the 1990s.
Her blueprint for transforming behaviour was launched in 2008 when she
spent 5 years testing her processes with business leaders and their teams at
Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre (2008 - 2012). Her belief in the vital link between
mindset and behaviour inspired her to create The Big Apple Experiment that
uses insights from the pharmaceutical industry to demonstrate mindset intention
on performance. She was consequently appointed as Positivity Advisor to The
Expotel Group.
In 2012 she became an Executive Faculty for Henley Business School’s Advanced
Management Programme and was described as an edge-walker because she
pushes the boundaries of those who have become unwittingly trapped in their
comfort zone.

“ I was blown away by
Nikki’s energy and
inspirational personality.”
Niina Turunen, Global Customer Service
& Competence Manager, Shell International

During one of her career highlights, she provided commentary for an international
broadcaster about political leaders in the UK’s first historic election debate in
2010. Since then, Nikki has gathered a reputation for her emotional intelligence,
incredible sensory awareness and a deep understanding of the programming that
sits underneath behaviour, creating a wealth of business champions who continue
to benefit from her approach.
Organisations with a forward-thinking leadership and team agenda are amazed
at the speed with which Nikki’s approach transforms the behaviour of leaders and
their teams.
www.nikkijowen.com
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